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COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Chair: FERREROVA Sarka
Deputy chair: GRAUWELS David
Other members: BORZOVA Anzhelika
                KIGER Domitille
                KING Claire
                L-GUÉRIN Mélanie
                MIASNIKOV Ron
                MARTIN PARACUELLOS Alberto
                SVIGGUM Trude
                (COUCH Shayni)

COMMITTEE TOPICS FOR PAST YEAR

1. **Music rights** – We believe Ron has made some very good progress in solving this issue which keeps coming up in last years. At the ISC meeting, we hope to present a proposal regarding how ISC could deal with music rights at indoor skydiving competitions (including performing to the music, live-streaming these performances but also rights to publish videos of these performances on so called “video on demand” web pages).

2. **Age limits** – We were asked by dynamic competitors from Singapore to reconsider the age limits as they would like to have a mixed team (adults and kids) which under the current rules cannot enter any category. We are working on this together with the Dynamic committee but for the moment ISC committee does not seem to have enough valid reasons to recommend to change the current rules.

3. **Indoor summit** – We are still keeping the idea of an indoor summit as an add-on to indoor FCEs, on the table. However, we do not think now it is ideal to get involved in something like this as there are high risk of last-minute cancellation or reduction of the event due to covid-19. Once the situation is clearer, we would be happy to suggest to the organisers and possibly help them (mainly with concepts and contacts) to organise such a summit together along with the competition. After it is run
at least once under the umbrella of ISC and if we see it as something worthwhile, we could create a guide and help to make it a regular happening.

FUTURE COMPETITIONS
There are currently two planned FCEs in indoor skydiving and that is in Airspace Belgium in April 2022 and in Hurricane Factory Tatralandia in 2023.
There are also two intentions to bid for FCE in 2024 however, both bids are for the time being not satisfactory in the formal aspect.

BUDGET
1000€ for rights to publish on «video-on-demand» web page (part of the music rights proposal).

Sarka Ferrerova